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LinkedIn/Facebook:
In the final video of our Game Changer series, FORESIGHT futurists explore how people’s
access to technology, at a relatively low cost, has paved the way for a trend toward
decentralization, called: self-organized citizen movements.
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You might associate this with your neighbor who uses social media to organize rescue or relief
efforts after a natural disaster. Or maybe you thought of “hacktivism” in the form of WikiLeaks
or Anonymous. Perhaps your brain went to the emerging power of the massive protests
organized by teens around climate change and gun violence. Maybe you think about people
segregating themselves into living communities that may or may not have anything to do with
land borders, often in the name of safety. Have you been hearing about the surge in armed
militia groups? Or the reviving interest in communal living?
This leads to some deeper questions: Are we harnessing the full potential of decentralization
for the benefit of health and well-being? And are we recognizing and doing all we should to
avoid the potential costs?
Watch the video: http://bit.ly/3425ssr
#FutureforHealth #Futures #Health #Gamechangers

Tweets:
People’s access to technology (at a low cost) is increasing. Are we harnessing the full potential
of this decentralization for the benefit of #health + well-being? Are we doing all we can to avoid
the potential costs?
Check out the video: http://bit.ly/3425ssr
#futureforhealth
The @FORESIGHT futurists have identified the rise of self-organized #citizenmovements as a
#gamechanger that will impact the #futureforhealth + well-being.
Watch the video + let us know what you think. http://bit.ly/3425ssr
9 major #gamechangers could significantly change the #futureforhealth. Its time to examine
these trends in order to design the type of #system we really need.
How will self-organized citizen movements + increased access to tech affect the design
process? http://bit.ly/3425ssr
As society becomes increasingly fragmented and our in-person connections are replaced by
digital ones, can self-organized citizen movements be #gamechangers for the
#FutureforHealth? #Health #Futures @FutureforHealth http://bit.ly/3425ssr
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